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The AUD Week - Bias is Neutral
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst
Expected trading range: 0.6650-0.6770

It's perhaps too early to call a complete end to the risk averse trade that has consumed
price action in Aud/Usd over the past week, but nevertheless, a liquidity injection from the
PBoC has certainly lifted sentiment a touch, and the pair looks set for consolidative trade
around the 0.6700 handle this week.

Selling strength should prevail while below 0.6750, while buyers of dips will be ready into
any 0.6650 tests.

RISKS this week come via the Reserve Bank of Australia's rate decision, and while markets
have decided that rates should be left on hold this time around after the Dec jobs report
came in upbeat and Q4 CPI came in firmer than expected, risks remain for a dovish
decision as the woes over in China look set to hit the Australian economy.

To this, AMP Capital Investors warn that the worsening fallout from the coronavirus may
drag Australia's economy into technical recession and spur the Central Bank to cut interest
rates twice this year.

In the quarterly Statement on Monetary Policy, we would expect 2020 GDP forecasts to be
revised lower given the impact of the bushfires (current forecast is 2.6% for the period up
to Jun 2020, and 2.8% for the period to Dec 2020).

Along the same lines, the RBA's CPI forecasts will likely be raised above 2% for the period
up to Jun 2020 (on the expectation of higher veg/fruit/meat prices) before tapering off to
2% for end-2020 and staying around that level through 2021.

The projection for the unemployment rate is likely to be maintained at 5.2% through Dec
2020 before dipping to 5.1% by Jun 2021.

Aust's Dec/Q4 retail sales are forecast to decline -0.3% m/m vs 0.9% m/m prev. Q4 retail

sales forecast at 0.3% q/q vs -0.1% q/q prev.

Of the rest, AiG performance of construction index and the final read of CBA services PMI
are out Wednesday, Q4 NAB business confidence and the Dec trade report are due
Thursday (trade surplus forecast to narrow to Aud 5.6bln vs Aud 5.8bln prev), while AiG
performance of services index is out Friday.

Techs are bearish while sub-0.6777, and note:
• Bears are now closing in on Oct's .6671 low, below which will expose a minor Fibonacci

projection at .6638
• Further out, longer-term projections at .6555/11 are viable
• Decline from Jan's .7032 peak looks stretched, but bulls would need to clear last Wed's

.6777 high to relieve immediate pressure
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By Anil Mayre, Senior Analyst
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Nationwide Building Society printed its biggest public GBP RMBS tranche since 2009, and its
first pure GBP deal since 2009 too, providing further evidence of the depth of investor
demand last week.

Leads Barclays, BofA Securities, Citi and Lloyds announced Silverstone Master Issuer 2020-
1 with a single, 2.96-year GBP Triple A note for sale. Having issued a USD tranche in all its
deals since 2009, Nationwide changed tack for this latest offering.

“The decision to issue in sterling only was based on relative value between dollars and
sterling in RMBS but also in unsecured. A week ago we priced a USD1bn 3-year senior non-
preferred issue which priced inside where a dollar tranche in RMBS may have priced.
However, the US investor base is very important to us and we will carry on issuing in dollars
in the future, but we could not justify it this time," said Krishan Hirani, head of secured
funding at Nationwide Building Society.

And it became evident quite quickly that the issuer was finding good demand, despite the
new issue being talked inside where the previous deal was quoted in secondary, albeit
among limited trading.

Silverstone 2019-1 priced with a GBP750m 3-year tranche at SONIA+75bp last April. It was
the first public UK SONIA deal and the first UK STS trade. That was quoted in the low-mid
50s with an average life heading towards the 2-year mark as the new issue was announced.

The leads opened the book at SONIA +low 50s on Tuesday afternoon, and by Wednesday
morning the first update showed over GBP1bn of orders, which even then was sufficient to
cover the ultimate tranche size. And that grew to around GBP1.5bn before hitting, and
holding at, GBP1.6bn as the final terms were set.

In the interim, the leads went from the low-50s IPTs to guidance of 47bp#, rather than
specifying a range, and finalised the deal at 47bp.

And as Hirani explained, that strategy allowed Nationwide to get straight to the tightest
level it deemed possible while being transparent with investors. And ultimately, the
subscription level showed that buyers were in support.

“We were cognisant of the dynamic of moving to the 40s from a 5-handle, and how
investors would react. With the confidence of a GBP1bn+ book we made the decision to get
to the best possible level we could achieve and give clarity to investors that we would not go
any tighter. The final book was 1.6x subscribed, and held together well throughout the
transaction," said Hirani.

Last April Nationwide sold GBP750m of notes on the back of a book around GBP1.4bn. This
time, the seller printed a bigger tranche on a bigger book with the added comfort of a
tighter spread environment.

And that was reflected in relative pricing points versus other sectors. Four UK covered bonds
have printed so far this year, the most recent being Lloyds' 3-year issue at SONIA+37bp on
Jan 27. And in that context, it was a result that Nationwide was very satisfied with.

“We believe we got the absolute most out of this transaction, in terms of pricing and size. At
47bp we priced 10bp back of recent covered bonds, whereas the differential is usually
around 15bp, and Nationwide has not issued a single tranche this size for some time," said
Hirani.

continued page 5
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One banker on the deal also referred to the relative pricing of alternative products, saying
that narrowing the differential to covered bonds in a tightening market meant that RMBS
could still remain competitive, rather than lagging to a point of being uneconomical.

Nationwide printed the same morning as Kensington Mortgage Company's Finsbury Square
2020-1 mixed pool trade, bringing the tally of UK RMBS in January to four.

Some GBP4.5bn equivalent of UK bonds have been structured, out of which around
GBP2.4bn equivalent has been placed with investors. The other two deals have come from
Precise Mortgage Funding 2020-1B (buy-to-let) from Charter Court Financial Services and
Lanark 2020-1 (prime) from Clydesdale Bank.

Lanark 2020-1 printed on January 16 with a GBP300m 2.95-year Triple A at SONIA+57bp.
Last year Lanark priced just 2bp back of Silverstone, but this time Nationwide has
established a greater distance of 10bp.

The capital structure for Silverstone Master Issuer 2020-1 is as follows:

• Update #1 >GBP1bn. Update #2 ~GBP1.5bn. Update #3 GBP1.6bn (1.6x).

• Price par. Settlement 6 Feb 2020. LFM 21 Jan 2070.

• Classes 2AR, 3AR and 4AR are expected to be retained. Class A note margin will step up
2x initial spread on Step-Up date. Minimum Denominations: GBP100k +GBP1k. Legal
Final Maturity: 21 January 2070. 10% clean-up call option. Listing: London Stock
Exchange. Billing and Delivery: BofA Securities.

• Collateral highlights as of Nov-19: UK prime, owner occupied mortgages. Pool size: GBP
16.0bn (incl. 9.9bn new loans added to the trust in Dec-19). 158,456 accounts. Average
current balance: GBP 101,211. WA original LTV: 71.9%. WA indexed CLTV: 54.8%. WA
seasoning: 74 months. WA remaining term: 19.9 years. Repayment loans: 87.0%.

Class Size(m) S/M/F CE WAL Step-up Coupon IPTs Guidance DM Price

1A GBP1,000 AAA/Aaa/AAA 10% 2.96y Apr-23 SONIA Low 50s 47bp 47bp 100

2AR GBP650 AAA/Aaa/AAA 10% 5.96y Jan-26 SONIA 72bp Retained

3AR GBP650 AAA/Aaa/AAA 10% 6.96y Jan-27 SONIA 77bp Retained

4AR GBP650 AAA/Aaa/AAA 10% 7.96y Jan-28 SONIA 82bp Retained
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By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy

Expectations for official interest rates via OIS markets have moved towards easier policy in the
wake of the coronavirus and some unflattering data. For instance, the EUR 1Y1M OIS has fallen
10bp from its most recent peak to sit at -52.4bp.

If the real yield is an indicator of what the market thinks regarding economic growth expectations,
then the US 10-year real yield taking the brunt of the US yield fall is informative. First as an
obvious concern that economic growth runs a risk of coming in lower in part due to China’s
position in the global supply chain and as a recipient of capital goods. Especially from Europe. If,
however, say spending on China’s services takes the brunt of the economic impact then this will
not weigh as much internationally than an industrial slowdown. Second, there is a high bar, it

seems, to further easing from central banks (and an even higher bar for tightening). Still, both the
Fed and BoE noted last week, sensibly, that it is too early to assess any impact. Sentiment data is
yet to take account of the potential ramifications. If this turns, maybe central banks will also need
to turn. The BoE made clear that if the recent upturn in sentiment does not follow through to the
hard data, a rate cut is likely. The ECB will be hoping the economy bottomed in Q4.

Back to Index Page
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By Matthew Barrett, Senior Credit Analyst
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SSA euro supply crept up slightly last week where we saw EUR12.85bn hit the tape
courtesy of six lines, compared to EUR10.313bn the prior week from eleven tranches. That
in turn lifted the yearly haul for the asset class up to EUR92.363bn versus the EUR100.75bn
seen during the same period in 2019.

Doing the heavy lifting last week were sovereigns France (EUR5bn May
2052), Greece (EUR2.5bn Feb 2035) and Austria (EUR3.25bn Feb 2030) whose first
syndicated deals of 2020 accounted for 84% of the overall weekly haul.

The trio jumped into the market, seeking to capitalise on plummeting yields and the ongoing
flight-to-quality seen amid increased fears surrounding the coronavirus outbreak which
weighed heavily on sentiment.

And the trio of issuers found cash-rich investors receptive, with Greece seeing demand of
EUR18.8bn in the wake of a rating upgrade by Fitch, Austria becoming the latest this year to
see its largest ever book size (EUR30bn) and France seeing final demand settle at
EUR26.5bn.

The latter saw some notable price sensitivity in the book though, with demand having earlier
peaked at over EUR38bn - which also would have been the issuer's biggest ever - before
falling after the borrower squeezed in pricing 3bps from IPTs to print with a final premium of
2bps.

Austria's trade marked a more economic outing with the NIC at just 1bps whilst Greece left
more on the table (~12bps) as it continues to re-establish itself in syndicated markets
following a string of EU bailouts.

As previously mentioned though, despite offering a minimal concession, Austria became the
latest sovereign this year to attract a record book size. That after the likes of Italy, Spain and
Belgium have also achieved that feat with trades this year.

continued page 8
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Away from sovereigns and standing out was state-owned Spanish rail network
operator ADIF-Alta Velocidad which extended its euro benchmark curve with its EUR600m
Apr 2030 Green bond. Blowout books of EUR3.8bn+ saw the deal land an impressive 7bps
inside IPTs, with the trade coming the same day that Spain's IBEX35 outperformed its
regional peers, boosted by financials as Banco Santander posted strong earnings results.

Non-euro issuance limited

Away from the single currency, Global dollar SSA supply drew a complete blank last week
which coincided with the China Lunar NY holidays which thinned out the investor base. And,
with those holidays being extended now until the 9-Feb in an effort to prevent travellers
from spreading the coronavirus, it is likely that we will see Global dollar activity remain
measured.

In sterling, just the one deal materialised with World Bank refreshing its curve with a
GBP1.5bn Dec 2026 Sustainable line which attracted demand of GBP2.1bn+. See here for
more on that deal including the official distribution stats.

In the pipeline...

** Japan Finance Organization for Municipalities (“JFM"), rated A1(stable) by Moody's and
A+(positive) by S&P, has mandated J.P. Morgan & Mizuho Securities (Co-Green Structuring
Agent), Barclays and BofA Securities to arrange a series of fixed income investor meetings in
Europe commencing on January 27, 2020. The issuer is also available for telephone calls
upon request. JFM's inaugural RegS only EUR (7 or 10 year) or 144A/RegS USD (3 or 5 year)

denominated green bond transaction may follow subject to market conditions

** City of Munich (Landeshauptstadt Muenchen) has mandated BayernLB and UniCredit as
Joint Lead Managers and Stadtsparkasse Muenchen as a Co-Lead Manager to lead manage
its forthcoming EUR 100-120mn long-dated inaugural Social Bond (Soziale Stadtanleihe). The
fixed rate coupon issue (0% risk weighted, LCR Level 1) will not be rated. The transaction will
be launched in the near future, the earliest in February 2020, subject to market conditions

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1575055
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/E4LlC9rp25HmzA3Y5SQJaJz?domain=email1.igmalerts.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/DVRrC0R296f2kQorRHpi4Uu?domain=email1.igmalerts.com
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst 
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The broad risk sell-off of late amid concerns over the spread and impact of the coronavirus, has left
the MXN handing back some of its ytd gains vs the USD that took it to highs since October in mid-
January. Yet it remains one of the best performing EMs and moreover, is in a league of its own when
compared to LatAm peers, which have suffered some of the biggest losses so far this year.

High interest rates & FX stability attract investors into the Mexican Peso carry trade

The MXN has proved increasingly attractive to investors because Mexico is offering one of the
highest real yields in EM, at 4%+ currently. Not only was Banxico relatively late to the monetary
policy easing party last year, but it has taken a prudent approach to rate cuts, delivering four 25bp
reductions since August, to 7.25%. This compares to four 50bp cuts since July in LatAm peer
Brazil, where the real interest has been trimmed near to zero and eroded the attractiveness of the
Real, one of the worst performing EM currencies ytd.

At 0.6%, the MXN carry trade has given investors by far the best returns since the turn of the year
among major currencies and also compares favourably to most EMs, exceeded only by the ARS
(2.8%) and IDR (1.9%). These MXN carry returns are even more impressive when covering the
period since President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador's inauguration on 1 December 2018, at a
hefty 15%. This compares to 1.3% for the JPY and 0.8% for the TWD, the next greatest returns
among major currencies and bettered only by EM peer, the ARS (33%) during this period.

It is not just high interest rates that are luring investors into this carry trade. The Peso's low
volatility is also a contributing factor, having eased to levels last seen in 2014 across a 3 to 12-
month basis. In the low 7s, the Peso's 3-month volatility is also more than half the level it was
over a year ago, in the lead up to AMLO's inauguration, when the markets feared the country's
new leftist president, the first in decades, would upend the economy with his insistence at putting
nationalist concerns first (see the dashboard).

Prior to taking office, AMLO's decision to cancel the USD15bn Texcoco airport project in Mexico
City in favour of using an existing air force base instead, following a public vote, did not help his
cause. In fact, this decision cast a big cloud of uncertainty over the investment environment and
appears to have had a lasting impact on capital investment, which has fallen for almost every
month (bar one) since late 2018 and the most recent recorded data for October 2019.

Mxn the best performing major currency since AMLO's inauguration

Yet not only has Peso volatility halved over the past year, the Peso has ultimately strengthened
against the Dollar and to the tune of more than 7%, the most of all major currencies, in a reversal
of the heavy losses seen in the lead up to AMLO taking office. This is reflective of the fact that
worst fears regarding AMLO have not been realised.

Ever since adopting a conciliatory tone in his inauguration speech, AMLO and his administration
have demonstrated that they are very market conscious and this has helped to foster low
volatility that has aided the carry trade.

continued page 11
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Attractive carry leaves investors looking past deteriorating fundamentals

Still, there has been a gradual deterioration in Mexico's fundamentals under AMLO. The economy
has teetered on the brink of recession and the outlook is not much brighter, with GDP growth
forecast by the IMF at just 1% this year and 1.6% in 2021. This is a far cry from AMLO’s goal of
average 4% annual growth during his six-year term. The subdued growth outlook means Banxico
stands out in LatAm as the country with the largest potential for rate cuts this year and the next
(market expecting 100bp of reductions over next 12-months, increasing to 125bp in 24-months).

Meanwhile, a second downgrade to junk status for Pemex appears likely, following Fitch's cut in
June, as it struggles with a debt pile of USD100bn and unless the government offers more
financial support or drops its opposition to Pemex partnering with the private sector, the outlook
for the state oil company will remain bleak. The need to continue bailing out Pemex and the
impact on the fiscal coffers, is also a risk to the sovereign credit rating.

However, traders have been willing to look past Mexico's weakening fundamentals in favour of
the Peso's attractive carry. Net MXN positioning has improved significantly since AMLO's
inauguration, to not only exceed levels prior to his election victory in July 2018, but reach
unprecedented levels, with net longs at a record 170k in January, per CFTC. Also, since AMLO took
office, EPFR-tracked Mexican focused bond and equity fund flows have almost consistently
outperformed broad EM focused funds and with net cumulative increases of almost 10.7% and
1.3%, respectively, into the latest reported week (see the dashboard).

Investors to continue prioritising high carry in the short-term, supporting the Peso

We expect the Peso's strong carry and low volatility to continue supporting the currency in the
short-term, particularly in an environment when GDP growth performances are lacklustre globally
and crucially, Banxico officials have signalled there is no rush to accelerate the pace of rate cuts.

Following the recent coronavirus related risk sell-off, the technical chart suggests scope for a
break above the 19 handle in the short term, to 19.067 for USD/MXN, but with bears then likely
to reassert for an eventual return below the ytd low of 18.646.

• Bears extended the broad decline to 18.646 (20 Jan, 16mth low), ahead of the current corrective rally

• Studies are improving and s-term scope is seen towards 19.067 (25 Dec lower high), before the
downtrend resumes

• An eventual return below 18.646 targets 18.501/18.405 (1 Oct/7 Aug 18 lows)

Risks:

MXN net long positions have been heavy for a while now and the popularity of this trade will
leave the Peso hard hit by any further deterioration in fundamentals and/or external shocks. In
fact, based on fundamentals, we are expecting a weaker MXN over the medium term.

Whilst interest rates remain relatively high amid Banxico's prudent approach to monetary policy
easing, this could restrain Mexico’s growth outlook, leaving it lagging behind peers (IMF forecasts
Brazilian GDP at 1.6% this year and 2.3% in 2021, for example). Equally, any step-up in the rate
cutting cycle to help bolster growth will only eat into Mexico's carry appeal.

Meanwhile, although the government has reiterated commitment to responsible fiscal policy,
likely continued support for Pemex will only add pressure to fiscal accounts and so, there remains
the intertwined risk of further rating downgrades to both Pemex and the sovereign this year.

To this, we note the most recent Citibanamex survey of economists sees USD/MXN ending the
year more than 4% higher than current levels, at 19.750.

Back to Index Page
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An outbreak of the Wuhan coronavirus in China has led to more than 8,000 confirmed
infections and over 100 deaths to date (chart 1). In this article, we assess the possible
economic impact of the outbreak on the China economy.

Given that the Wuhan coronavirus outbreak is still evolving, it’s difficult for us to estimate
the economic impact. We, like many others, tend to take the SARS epidemic in 2003 as a
comparable reference.

China entered the SARS crisis with a full head of economic steam, so its economy
recovered very quickly in H2 2003 despite getting severely hit in Q2 that year (chart 2). In
contrast to the eve of SARS, China's economy was already in a downturn in 2019 (chart 3).
Because of that, we expect the Wuhan coronavirus outbreak will have a bigger and possibly
longer macro impact for China than SARS did in 2003. The measures taken so far, including
a quarantine on more than 30mn people in Hubei province and a ban on all outbound
group tours, are much bigger than the policies implemented during SARS days. Much
worse, the World Health Organization (WHO) on 30 Jan declared an international public
health emergency over the Wuhan coronavirus outbreak, which unavoidably will prompt a
lot of countries to issue red travel warnings against travel to China. Needless to say, many
industries in China, including tourism, will be hit hard by that. continued page 13

Back to Index Page
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SARS was basically a one-quarter event as far as consumer and traveler panic, but the Wuhan
coronavirus might hurt sentiment for a longer period. If a mutation leads to a Spanish flu-style
second wave, the impact on sentiment could prove prolonged. We expect the crisis will cause
a 1.0-1.3% decrease in GDP in China. That means there is a good chance China will only
achieve 4.8-5.3% GDP growth in 2020 (chart 4).

As far as supportive measures are concerned, we expect the central government will have a
more pro-active fiscal push from now till the end of Q3 at least. Probably, the central
government in March's NPC will increase the budget deficit for 2020 to 3.5% of GDP (i.e.

breaking the existing rule of maintaining a 3% budget deficit) in order to make more room for
fiscal stimulus this year. To deal with such one-off fiscal needs, the central government and
provincial governments could expand their bond issuance this year. We won't be surprised if
the provincial bond issuance will expand beyond the CNY4tn range, in which the quota for
special bonds could be raised to CNY3tn.
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

A coronavirus epidemic centred in China put global equity markets on the defensive in late
January and prompted Chinese officials to suspend trading on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchanges. But the impact on flows to EPFR-tracked Equity Funds was mixed. Emerging Markets
Equity Funds recorded their first weekly outflow since mid-October and redemptions from Asia
ex-Japan Equity Funds hit a 16-week high. Overall, however, Equity Funds posted their fourth
inflow in the past five weeks as China, Canada and Japan Equity Funds attracted fresh money and
the diversified Global Equity Funds chalked up their third largest inflow on record.

The week ending January 29 also saw Europe Equity Funds chalk up their third largest outflow
since mid-October. In addition to the broad concerns about the impact of the Wuhan coronavirus,
political uncertainty in key markets prompted investors to pull back.

Bond Funds, meanwhile, continued their strong start to 2020. Those tracked by EPFR pulled in
another $16.1 billion during the fourth week of January. Equity Funds collectively absorbed $3.8
billion, Money Market Funds $2.9 billion and Balanced Funds $813 million. Flows into Dividend
Equity Funds climbed to a 13-week high and year-to-date inflows for all funds with socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates pushed over the $19
billion mark.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, Bank Loan Funds saw their longest inflow streak
since 4Q18 come to an end while Mortgage Backed and Municipal Bond Funds attracted fresh
money for the 18th and 56th straight week respectively.

The broad enthusiasm for sector-level exposure which saw over $19 billion flow into all EPFR-
tracked Sector Funds during the first three weeks of 2020 cooled during the week ending January
29. In contrast to the previous week, when four of the 11 major groups took in over $1 billion,
only one – Commodities Sector Funds – did so going into the final days of the month.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• The 14-month narrowing trend hit 129 (2019 low – 22 October), ahead of bear

consolidation under 168 (November/December highs)

• Daily/weekly studies are deteriorating as we see fresh attempts to resume the narrowing

trend through 129

• Below risks 114 (2018 low), under which marks 3½ year lows and exposes 102/88 (March

2016/March 2015 lows)

• Any corrective widening should stall under 150 and only above offers near-term relief to

168 – which should hold

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to sell into any near-term widening towards 150 as we await fresh narrowing through 129 
targeting 114 and potentially the 92/102 zone. Stop and reverse over 168

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 209 16/19 August 2019 highs 
R4 199 23/26 August 2019 highs 
R3 186 16 July 2019 former low 
R2 168 14 November and 23-26 December 2019 lower highs 
R1 150 21 November and 12 December 2019 former lows 

Support Levels 

S1 129 2019 low – 22 October 
S2 114 2018 low - 24/25 April, near 15 August 2016 higher low at 113 
S3 102 16/21 March 2016 lows 
S4 92 2 December 2015 higher low 
S5 88 2015 low – 12 March 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Trend lower off .8136 lacks momentum in comparison to previous legs down

• 200-Month MA remains broadly flat, increasing the likelihood of a snap back

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope is seen for fresh lows, but further weakness should fade towards .6443. Back over .7032 
signals basing.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 .8136 26 January 2018 high 
R4 .7677 6 June 2018 high 
R3 .7394 4 December 2018 high 
R2 .7206 17 April 2019 high 
R1 .7032 31 December 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 .6671 2 October 2019 low 
S2 .6443 1.00x 1.1081-.9388 fall projected from .8136 
S3 .6249 2 February 2009 low 
S4 .6121 0.50x 1.0856-.6827 fall projected from .8136 
S5 .6009 27 October 2008 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Channelled up from 248.20 (3 September base) to 288.60 (16 January high), before

slumping to retrace much of this rally

• Bearish studies suggest fresh tests of 248.20, decisively below which would suggest

completion of a 3¼ year top

• Downside risk would then be seen to 232.35 (18 March 2016 high, near a major multi-

tested 17¼ year rising trendline)

• Corrective gains are possible given the size of the recent slump but gains should stall under

262.05 (3/4 December 2019 lows)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await a sustained break below 248.20 targeting 
232.35. Place a protective stop above 262.05

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 292.40 25 April 2019 minor lower high 
R4 288.60 2020 high – 16 January 
R3 275.95 3 January 2020 former low 
R2 267.75 24 January 2020 low, gap high, near former rising channel base at 269.95 
R1 262.05 3/4 December 2019 former lows 

Support Levels 

S1 251.50 1 October 2019 higher low, near 30 January 2020 low at 251.60 
S2 248.20 2019 low – 3 Sep, nr 8 May 17 low (247.25) & 61.8% of 193.55/332.20, 2016-18 rally (246.50) 
S3 243.50 15 November 2016 minor higher low, near .764x 332.20/254.30 fall from 300.10 at 240.60 
S4 232.35 18 March 16 high, nr 1x 300.10/248.20 off 288.60 (236.70) & a key 17¼yr trendline (232.80) 
S5 227.75 13 July 2016 former high, near 76.4% retrace of 193.55/332.20, 2016-18 rally at 226.30 
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Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund 
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products, 
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the 
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity 
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and 
industry.

To find out more:

 financialintelligence.informa.com

 sales.financial@informa.com
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